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A NICE LITTLE GIRL ON THE SIDE 60
DEAR LITTLE ROSE GIRL . 60
DOWN WHERE THE MORTGAGES GROW 60
I LOVE THE LOVE THAT'S NEW 60
IF YOU HAVE PROTEGES 60
I'M A ONE-GIRL BOY 60
IF YOU KEEP THEM WONDERING 60
MAGNETISM 60
MAY AND SEPTEMBER 60
SOMETHING NEW 60
THAT'S NEW 60
THERE COMES A SOME DAY 60
WHEN THAT SOMEBODY COMES 60
SELECTION 1.00 SCORE 2.50
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Moderato

Of course you know that apartments Are very hard to get,

But just the same I know one, One that is to let.
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It's very nice and cozy, The rent is not so high; It's just a corner in my heart Someone could occupy.

REFRAIN

When that some-body comes, When that some-body comes,

All the rent he has to pay Is to love me night and day.
Just on kisses we'll dine, My, it's going to be fine!
Not a fear of trouble brewing, Life will be just bill and cooing, There'll be always something doing When that some-body

Takes this cozy corner of mine.

---
SLEEP, LITTLE BABY
LULLABY

The dark is down and the stars are up,
Sleep, little baby! The
dew falls soft in its earthen cup,
Sleep, little baby! The

REST FROM DESIRE

The years shall bring us rest from wind and fire,
But sweetest still and best,
Rest from desire.
For sorrow trudge by, and
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